Monthly report - February 2017

The activities carried out during February 2017 can be summarized as follows:

Action D1:
- Separation of forest floor fractions in Monte Morello site (L, F and H fractions)

Action D2:
- Monitoring of GHG emissions from the plots under different silvicultural treatments in Greece (two dates) and Italy (one date). Shipping of samples from Greece to Italy, GC measurements of January samples. Monitoring of deadwood contribution to GHG emissions from plot 1 (control) in Italy

Action E8:
- Discussion della tesi di laurea magistrale in Scienze Forestali di Roberto Vecchio su “Ciclo del carbonio ed emissioni di gas serra dal suolo di una pineta degradata sottoposta a differenti tipi di diradamento” svolta nell’ambito del progetto

Action F1:
- Organization of the monitoring visit
- Monitoring visit